Press Release
Founder of SNAP COO, Theresa Ulyatt, launches state of the art professional recruiting
firm in NY and NC
New York, New York -- Jun 24, 2016
A productive and efficient workforce forms the backbone of any successful company. Most companies
looking to improve their prospects in a competitive market face challenges engaging with the most
talented workers who can allow them to enhance their productivity. SNAP is a newly formed talent
advisory in New York, NY and Charlotte, NC offering recruiting services that are different from
traditional staffing support. Snap COO founding partner has decades of experience in executive search,
staffing and HR advisory.
SNAP aims to provide highly accurate and fast solutions to hiring companies who are looking for support
relating to their selection, sourcing and hiring requirements. SNAP can also provide with executive search
services to candidates who are looking for a change in their careers. Their services are geared to help the
employment industry find the best solutions for effective operations.
In today's fast paced working environments, it is necessary to leverage human capital so that a company
can have an edge over its market competitors. Snap COO presents clients with the ultimate contingency
and retained support to help them to achieve their desired business goals. They present clients with
flexible recruitment services that include Contractor, Direct Hire and Contract to Hire methods. These
services are delivered in such a way that they meet the varied requirements of different clients and
candidates with ease. Founder, Theresa Ulyatt, said that her firm will perform services at the highest
level, avoiding common pitfalls of the recruiting industry. High-touch, white-glove staffing and recruiting
is sorely missing from the industry as resume mills clog client inboxes and inexperienced recruiters are
assigned to key opportunities at valued clients. Ulyatt solves for this with a model allowing for the time
and space to develop deep relationships and perform targeted, supportive recruiting to both candidates
and hiring companies.
About SNAP COO
Being exceptionally skilled in detecting and hiring the best workforce for different industries, the
professionals at SNAP can present with the most reliable consulting and advisory solutions to companies
that in turn improve their prospects from strength to strength. Whether a company is looking to hire
contractors/temporaries or permanent employees, it can benefit greatly from the services offered by
SNAP.
To know more, visit their website http://www.snapcoo.com/ today.
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